External Market &
Proprietory Data direct
to your Excel
Genic ExcelAdd-In allows users access to the full range of
real-time, delayed, historical market and proprietory data directly
into Microsoft Excel.

Key Beneﬁts

Key Features

DataGenic + Excel: The Ultimate Combo

Excel Acceleration

Single application for all data

Built-in conversion factors

Real-time & end of day content

Execute business process workﬂows

Share data across your organisation

Auto data update

Leverage DataGenic solutions via Excel

Upload proprietory data

Minimal training

Search, ﬁlter or navigate data

User familiarity

Calendar and frequency selection
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Organisations face ongoing challenges in unifying market and proprietory data with a common interface that users
can easily access through a normalised data interface for analysis. DataGenic provide a bi-directional interface to the
world’s leading analysis package, Microsoft Excel, which oﬀers rich functionality and set of tools that users are
comfortable using, together with the combination of the DataGenic platform, proprietory data, real-time and
end-of-day market data inventory.
Genic ExcelAdd-In™ provides an intuitive interface to users to access their universe of data, directly through Excel.
Data can include time-series, structured series, matrices, forward curves and options with automatic or manual data
updates. This familiar and powerful add-in provides permissioned users access to a corporate-wide data repository,
through a low cost application, without compromising functionality, universe of data, periodicity or system control.

Upload Proprietory Data

Commodity Conversions

With a bi-directional interface, users can easily upload data to the
central repository at the click of a button. The pre-deﬁned template
structure normalises the data to ensure consistency and ease of use.

Users can be conﬁdent that any cross-commodity conversions
are performed using the vendor or organisation’s conversion factors,
ensuring consistency across the business and minimising any costly
spreadsheet errors.

Data-Type Agnostic

400+ Data Feeds

From time-series data, forward curves, structured series, matrices and
options, the Excel-Addin oﬀers the abilty to access all your daily data
requirements. Combine this with proprietory data, such as trades,
indices and portfolio calculations, and you have a powerful platform
to perform your daily analysis.

Over 400 market real-time, delayed, end-of-day and historical
datasources from around the globe, including Oil, Natural Gas, Power,
Emissions, Coal, Ags, Softs, Freight, Petrochemicals, Financials,
Economic, FX, Interest Rates and Fundamentals.

Search, Filter and Navigate
Free form ‘google-like’
searching, ﬁltering or navigating
by Market Basis, Supplier,
Product or Data Type.

Multiple Data Types
Designed to handle
time-series, curves, options,
matrices and
structured series.

DataGenic Formulas
Create and access the
DataGenic server-side powerful
formula library via
Excel Add-in.

Real-Time Add-In
Combine end-of-day data with
real-time market content from
exchanges, PRA’s, ISO’s or broker
platforms.

Cross Commodity Comparison
Each data model has assigned
product properties accessible for
cross commodity analysis that
can be edited using the built-in
conversion factors.

Execute Workﬂows
All process ﬂows, using the
Genic Workﬂow application, can
be accessed and executed via
the Excel Add-In.

Data Scaling
The built-in conversions, allow
ease of scaling without
user-based formulas and
data manipulation.

Calendars
Access all associated
contract rollover and
quoting calendars for all
data models.

“

“The ExcelAdd-in oﬀers a
gateway to the richness of the
DataGenic platform coupled
with external market and
proprietary data, all within a
familiar application.”

About DataGenic
DataGenic is the leading global provider of on-premise and in-cloud smart commodity data
management software,delivering intelligent analytics, real-time data content and proven
business value. The innovative solutions include a data-agnostic multi-commodity data
management platform, visual mapping and management of business processes, extensive and
extensible data quality management, unlimited forward curves contruction and an intelligent
decision framework.
To learn more about DataGenic intelligent solutions visit www.datagenicgroup.com. or
contact a DataGenic sales representative today.
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